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•Evaluation

•Occupational Therapy

Data driven decisions

•“ getting everyone on one page”

•Focus on informed planning vs. “taking away”

•Driving cessation, the planning starts at diagnosis…  

•“not a matter of if, but when”

Family conversations

•What happens now?

•Passenger safety

The role of non-driver or Passenger

•Support and supervision may come with an added cost

•Responsibility to choose appropriate transportation options (vulnerability, provider and rider)

Legal/financial implications

What questions might you ask the next speakers in this series?



Given the realities of crash risk, 
there is a significant safety benefit to 
identifying and addressing driving 
risk before crash involvement.  

The loss of driving is associated 
with depression, diminished health 
and isolation.  

Mobility and transportation, as driver 
and passenger, is foundational  to 
“aging in community”.

Driving, Dementia & Mobility – A Process

Driving Risk Assessment    
Community Independence 

Fitness to Drive

“Driving requires the ability to react quickly to a variety of circumstances. 
Because of this, a person living with Alzheimer’s will, at some point, be 
unable to drive. Planning ahead can help ease the transition.”

https://www.alz.org/help-support/caregiving/safety/dementia-driving

https://www.alz.org/help-support/caregiving/safety/dementia-driving


• The disease, DEMENTIA, takes away

• The interventions save lives (with driving, its impact is beyond the 
individual and impacts the community)

– Consider chemotherapy - the physician is not labeled as bad for 
diagnosing, nor the nurse for administering the drugs … the cancer is bad 
and requires intervention … the recommended course of action is undesired 
but necessary as an intervention that saves lives.  ESD

• Is stopping driving an undesired but necessary intervention?
–Imposed by a loved one (or a treatment team) committed to saving lives?

Changing the paradigm, with the emphasis in the right place…

But 

When?



build awareness & Prevent Driving Disability
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A decision based on data
How to determine when to stop … when is “before the crash”??



Medical

• Dementia is a medical 
condition, not “normal 
aging”

• Driving related decisions 
begin with:

• a diagnosis

• a clear understanding of the 
type of dementia, and

• what may be expected 
consequences of this 
diagnosed medical 
condition

• Understanding the impact 
of changes on function

Data



Test Data and the “Driving Evaluation”



• A Neuro-Cognitive approach
• For conditions such as dementia, stroke or 
Parkinson’s Disease
• Sensitive to the degradation or loss of previous 
skills
• Temporary actions such as restrictions require 
memory and insight to apply
• Interventions for physical impairments would 
require sufficient cognitive ability to learn and apply

• A Complex-Medical approach 
• Would consider the combination of cognitive and 
physical challenges such as dementia plus other 
diagnoses such as diabetes and amputation
• Managing a car? Managing mobility devices?

The Specialist Eval  CDE

Evaluations may differ in components & scope



When evaluating dementia and functional ability

Therapeutic Approach & Clinical Judgment: 

Informed but not determined by any single test
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Occupational Therapy 
Driving Risk Assessment

Translation of data to driving risk

A Therapeutic approach to cessation and transition



OT-DRIVE Model published, 
OT Practice, 2017

Occupational Therapy

Tiered interpretation of eval data to determine risk

Vision screening safe operation of a vehicle 

Cognition capacity for new learning, self-awareness, 

of changes necessary to learn adaptive strategies

Physical limitations potential candidacy requires 

capacity to learn and use effectively and consistently

Overarching: careful consideration of the disease 

progression & diagnosis specific sequelae
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Transition 
Planning for transition from driver to non-driver



• How to use resources

• Interactive worksheets may 
prompt family conversations 
and guide toward specific 
questions

• What questions might you
ask of the future speakers in 
this series?

Planning for  driving cessation?

https://www.thehartford.com/resources/

mature-market-excellence/publications-

on-aging



• What matters?

• Gather observations for a 
productive conversation

• If the goal is directed at 
person with dementia:

• Relies on insight and a degree
of memory to be productive

• If the goal is directed at
convincing yourself / 
caregiver(s)

• Warning signs of significance

• Cluster or pattern, more than
an isolated incidence

• These behaviors “matter” 

We Need to Talk
26. Failure to stop at stop sign or red light 



• The cost of driving

• The cost of a second car

• Balancing the cost of a taxi or
transportation service against
the costs of maintaining a
vehicle … or a crash?

Compare the cost of maintaining the car

Online calculator

Planfortheroadahead.com



A Series of Support Resources
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Cessation 
A necessary action that acknowledges diminishing capacity to safely 
operate a vehicle



Cessation Strategies:

• Disable the car (dead battery, 
etc.)

• Remove the cue (move the key 
hook to break the routine)

• Disable the key so it no longer 
works (remove battery, file
down)

• “Do Not Drive” note from 
trusted physician

• Turn in license for an ID Card

What if a high-risk driver refuses to stop driving?

Prevention occurs when 
an individual who should 
not drive does not drive

Imposing cessation is an 
act of love and protection

A canceled license cannot, 
in itself, stop a driver

The disease itself attacks the 
capacity to remember losses to 
known abilities.  … the risk or 
near misses and the reasons 
behind the decision to stop



Planning ahead to understand wishes and desires

The Hartford
www.AOTA.org
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• Ethical Duty: balance patient 
choice with safety

• Recommend no driving:

• Education model 

provide education and 
recommendation, 
individual/family responsibility 
to enforce

• Legal /Reporting model 

involve enforcement 
component, demonstrated 
“fail”, reporting to licensing 
agency

Complexity - Matching Services and Needs

Prevention
Preserve/Prolong

Strategies

Evaluation:
Vision-
Cognition
Physical

Provide Awareness 
Education

Transportation 
planning

Health/wellness

Prevention through 
strategies and 
intervention

OT Intervention Guided by Evidence & Ethics
Doing the right thing 
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Importance to 

Client

High Risk to 
Client & 

Community

Reporting Model 
Enforcers: family, 

legal reporting
Prevention: To Stop,   
Cessation Strategies

Prevention 
through driving 

retirement
Education model

Do not share without permission  Elin Schold Davis, OTR/L, CDRS, FAOTA  escholddavis@aota.org



Summary

Cessation
Legal implications when the need is to stop

Planning Agreement

Role as 
Passenger

Safety in the passenger seat and added costs (time, money)

Family 
Conversations

Importance to the driver

Planning

Observation and evaluation as sources of data

Data
Diagnosis and understanding of disease

Data driven decisions
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Thank You!

Elin Schold Davis, OTR/L, CDRS, FAOTA

escholddavis@aota.org

240-482-4142

mailto:escholddavis@aota.org

